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1. INTRODUCTION 
1 .l . Motivation 
In the development of iterative methods for the solution of large, sparse 
linear systems arising from the discretization of elliptic boundary-value 
problems, it has become important to produce work estimates that are 
asymptotically competitive with those of the multigrid methods. A multi- 
grid convergence theorem yields results of the form 
Ile’ll 5 (~)‘lle”lL 0 4 
where e” and e’ denote the initial error and the error after i iterations 
while 0 I r c 1 is a constant that is independent of the mesh spacing h. (The 
norm in (1.1) is generally a discrete form of the energy norm, equivalent in 
the limit to an Hi norm.) 
Almost all iterative methods, including the multigrid methods (cf. 
McCormick [27]), can be cast in the framework of a preconditioning 
followed by iterative improvement. Given the discrete matrix problem 
A,% = fh7 0 -2) 
preconditioned polynomial iterative methods (cf. Faber and Manteuffel 
[15]) can be expressed in the form 
rl = fh - A,uk, (1.3a) 
si = c,r;, (1.3b) 
up = u; + a,p;, (1.3c) 
Pi E sp{s~,...,s~}, (1.3d) 
where C, is a preconditioning and h is a discretization parameter. 
Given the symmetric positive definite matrix M, we denote 
II&l = wJh9 %)r*, 0.4) 
where ( . ; ),, is the I, inner product. If A ,, and B, are symmetric positive 
definite (spd), we may define the spectral condition number of A,, with 
respect to B, as 
c, = c,(A,,B,) = C,2(B,1’2A,5,“2) 
= l15,“2AhB~1’2~),,~~Blh/2A~18~‘2~~,,. (1.5a) 
In general, we define the left and right I, norm condition numbers of A, 
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with respect to B, as 
c/ = c,(A,A) = C,2(K1%) = Il~,l~~ll,,ll~hl~~ll~,~ (1-W 
c, = c,(A,> b) = G2(A,K1) = IlA,~,111,211~, Ah111,2. (I.54 
Note that each condition number is symmetric in Ah and B,. If A ,, and 
B,, are symmetric positive definite, then we may set C, = El!;’ in (1.3b) and 
use either a conjugate gradient iteration or a Chebychev iteration to yield 
estimates of the form 
p - 1 i 
ll4llh4 5 2 i I iI2 + 1 Il4L s 
where M = A,, for the conjugate gradient iteration and M = El!,, for the 
Chebychev iteration. 
For general A ,, and B,, we may proceed in two ways (cf. Ashby, 
Manteuffel, and Saylor [l]). Setting C, = AX5,*5;’ in (1.3b) corresponds 
to solving the system 
A*,B,*B,‘A,u, = A;B,*B,‘f 0 -7) 
and yields bounds 
q-1 i 
Ileh 2 2 c+l i 1 I1411u9 I 
where M = I (or I, norm) or M = A~lS,*Ea;‘A,,, depending upon the 
implementation. 
On the other hand, setting C, = (B$5h)-1Alf: in (1.3b) corresponds to 
solving the system 
(B,*B,)-‘@*,A& = (5p,)-‘~;f 
and leads to bounds 
0.9) 
(1 .lO) 
where hA = AX A ,, or AA = Bf B, depending upon the implementation. 
In each case, we see that if the relevant condition number is bounded 
independent of h, then an iteration can be constructed that will produce 
bounds like (1.1). 
If A,, arises from the discretization of a second-order elliptic partial 
differential equation in two-space dimensions, then generally C,JA,,) = 
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O(h-*). Matrix splittings, such as Gauss-Seidel, SOR, and ADI, and 
preconditionings, such as incomplete LU factorizations, at best give 
~,Z(5;1A h) = 0( h-l). In these cases, the bound (1.8) can be rearranged to 
yield 
(1.11) 
where K and A are generic constants independent of h (cf. Young [36]). 
In the early 196Os, D’Yakanov [12, 131 and Gunn [19, 201 introduced a 
preconditioned iterative method with c, = C,$B;‘/*A ,,lEll;‘/*) bounded 
independent of h. D’Yakanov used the concept of spectrally equivalent 
operators to motivate this preconditioning. The positive definite, self-adjoint 
matrices A ,, and B,,, parameter&l by the grid indicator h, were said to be 
spectrally equivalent if there exists 0 < (Y, /I < cc such that 
for every uh, (1.12) 
independent of h. Clearly, 
C,2(5,“2Ah5,“2) s /3/a, (1.13) 
which yields estimates of the form (1.6) with c, independent of h. However, 
one must solve a system involving 5, at every step in the iteration. 
D’Yakanov went on to show that if A, is the centered finite difference 
approximation to a positive definite, self-adjoint, uniformly elliptic partial 
differential operator on a rectangle in two-space dimensions, with homoge- 
neous Dirichlet boundary conditions, then B, could be constructed as the 
discrete approximation to the Laplace operator. Since then, several authors 
[3, 10-14, 19, 20, 281 have extended these results to a variety of special 
classes of elliptic operators, discretizations, and domains (see below for 
details). 
Gunn [19] originally suggested using AD1 to solve the equations involv- 
ing B,. D’Yakanov [13] suggested a Chebychev iteration. Others [3, 7-9,14, 
34-351 have suggested choosing B, to be the discrete approximation to a 
separable self-adjoint, elliptic operator and using fast direct methods (cf. 
Swarztrauber [30, 311) when the domain is a rectangle. 
In each of the above cases the bounds (1.6) hold with c, independent of 
h. If Eqs. (1.3b) with C, = B, can be solved by fast direct methods, these 
bounds lead to asymptotic work counts of the form 
0( N” In N log E-l), N = l/h, (1.14) 
where E is the relative accuracy of the solution and m is the number of 
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space dimensions. These bounds appear competitive with multigrid meth- 
ods. In practice, however, one finds these methods perform poorly unless 
the operator and the preconditioner are very “close.” In general, it is 
seldom useful to precondition a non-self-adjoint operator with the inverse 
of the self-adjoint part of that operator (cf. van der Vorst [28, 291). 
There is no flaw in the analysis, only a flaw in the conclusions drawn 
from the analysis. These bounds are only asymptotic. For reasonable values 
of h, for example, one may find that SOR yields 
$2 - 1 
(1 - Ah) < Cf,2 + 1 
s 
for any separable B,. Further, even if small values of h are to be employed, 
asymptotic estimates ignore the constant multiplier. Methods with similar 
asymptotic work estimates may behave quite differently in practice 
In reviewing the development in this area, we are led to several immedi- 
ate observations. First, as defined by D’Yakanov, equivalence in spectrum 
must be reproved for each discretization scheme. In this paper we examine 
the concept in the context of operators on Hilbert spaces. We show that if 
discrete approximations are equivalent in the sense of D’Yakanov and if 
they converge pointwise to limit operators, then the limit operators are 
equivalent with the same bounds. Thus, unless the limits are equivalent, the 
discrete approximations cannot be. The converse, however, is not true (see 
the example following Theorem 2.15). 
At this point, we would like to call attention to the difference between the 
matrix and the operator it represents. If A, is an operator on the finite 
dimensional Hilbert space V,, then the basis { I#+} determines a matrix A ,,. 
If we let Ml,, 
be the “mass matrix” associated with this basis, then 
IIA,IIvh = ll~‘,/2U%“211,2~ 
Thus, the condition of A,, in V, satisfies the bounds 
The condition of the mass matrix will play an important role in relating the 
continuous operators to their associated matrices. 
Second, we observe that equivalence in spectrum is not the appropriate 
tool to examine non-self-adjoint operators. We introduce the concept of 
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equivalence in norm. Suppose A and B are operators from Hilbert space W 
to Hilbert space V. We say that A is equivalent in V norm to B on the set 
DGWandwriteA-, B on D, if there exist 0 -C (r, fl < 00 such that 
(1.16) 
for u E D such that the ratio is defined. If the set D is “sufficiently dense,” 
(see Section 2 for details), then the V condition number of AB-’ is 
bounded; that is, 
C,(AB-‘) = IIAB-‘(IVIIBA-‘IIV I ,8/a. 
This corresponds to the right condition number (1.5~). If A and B are 
one-to-one, then we say A-’ is W norm equivalent to B-’ on the set 
D G V, and write A-’ -w B-’ on D, if there exist 0 < CY, /3 < cc such that 
(1.18) 
for u E D such that the ratio is defined. Again, if D is “sufficiently dense,” 
the W condition number of B-IA is bounded; that is, 
C,(B-‘A) = IIB-t411wllA-‘Bllw I /3/a. (1.19) 
This corresponds to the left condition number (1.5b). In Section 2, we show 
that (1.17) is essentially necessary to achieve bounds of type (1.10) indepen- 
dent of h, and (1.19) is essentially necessary to achieve bounds of type (1.8) 
independent of h. However, in general, (1.17) and (1.19) do not hold 
simultaneously. We also show that for positive self-adjoint, compact opera- 
tors norm equivalence implies spectral equivalence. For these reasons, it is 
important to study the concept of norm equivalence in the Hilbert space 
setting. 
Finally, we observe that the property of equivalence is transitive, reflex- 
ive, and symmetric. In the proper context one can divide elliptic operators 
(or their inverses) into equivalence classes. In Section 3 we show that 
boundary conditions determine these classes. These classes are very large. 
For any operator, it is possible to find an equivalent operator for which the 
condition (1.17) is arbitrarily large (condition (1.19) for inverse operators). 
The observations above lead to the conclusions: 
(i) For a fixed h, using a preconditioning strategy based upon an 
equivalent operator may not be superior to classical methods. 
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(ii) If bounds of type (1.6), (1.8), or (1.10) are desired, then it is 
necessary to use a preconditioning strategy based upon operators that are 
equivalent in the infinite-dimensional space. 
(iii) Equivalence alone is not sufficient for a good preconditioning 
strategy. One must also choose an equivalent operator for which the bound 
(1.17) (or (1.19) for inverse operators) is small. 
The above observations indicate that a more precise measure of the 
“closeness” of two operators is required to evaluate preconditioning strate- 
gies. In Section 4, we suggest a semi-metric on a set of equivalent operators. 
Unfortunately, this metric is ditlicult to evaluate. Our hope is that this work 
will provide a sound mathematical framework for the study of precondi- 
tioned iterative methods. 
1.2. Summary of Results 
In Section 2, we study the concept of equivalence of operators on Hilbert 
spaces. Let A, B: W + V. We say A -v B on D if (1.16) is satisfied. Of 
course, there is always some D for which (1.16) holds. We say D is 
sufficiently dense if D is dense in both the domain of A, DA, and the 
domain of B, D,, and AD is dense in the range of A, R,, and BD is dense 
in the range of B, R,. If D is sufficiently dense, we write A Av B. 
Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 show that if either A and B are bounded or A-’ and 
B- ’ are bounded, then A A v BifandonlyifD,=D,andA-,Bon 
DA = D,. 
Next we examine inverses and adjoints. Examples are provided to show 
that A Av B does not imply A-’ -w B-’ or A* -w B* on any reasonable 
set D, even for compact operators. Theorem 2.5 shows, however, that 
A Av B implies (A-‘)* -v (B-l)* on the intersection of their domains. 
This result is used to establish Theorem 3.3. 
Spectral equivalence of positive, self-adjoint operators is introduced. We 
say the positive, self-adjoint operators A, B: H + H are spectrally equiva- 
lent on D, and write A y, B on D, if there exist 0 < a, B -C cc such that 
(Ax, x> H 
a s (Bx, x)~ ’ ” 
Vx E D, (Ax, x)~(Bx, x)~ # 0. (1.20) 
Theorem 2.9 shows that if A y, B on a “sulhciently dense” set D, then 
A-’ zH B-l on the intersection of their domains. A major result of 
Section 2 is Theorem 2.10, which states that if A and B are self-adjoint, 
positive, one-to-one, and compact on H and A AH B on H, then A zH B 
on H. Corollary 2.11 yields a similar result on the inverses. The converse is 
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not true and an example is provided. Examples of differential operators that 
are spectrally equivalent but not norm equivalent are presented in [26]. 
Equivalence in norm is a stronger condition than spectral equivalence. 
Moreover, it is essential for constructing bounds of the type (1.8) or (1.10) 
for elliptic operators. With equivalence in spectrum, we obtain the bound 
(1.6) which yields bounds for ]le,JY with M = A,, or M = B,. For the 
standard choices of bases, this is equivalent to the discrete analogue of the 
Hi norm. However, with equivalence in L, norm, one may obtain bounds 
with M = I,, (the I, norm), which is the discrete analogue to the L, norm, 
or with WA = AX A, or M = B,*B,,, which is the discrete analog to the H, 
norm. 
Next, we introduce the concept of uniformly V norm equivalent families 
of operators. We say {A,} -v {B,,} on D if A, -v B,, on D for every n, 
and the bounds do not depend upon n. Uniformly spectrally equivalent 
families are defined similarly. Theorem 2.12 shows that if {A,} -v {B,} 
on D and A, -+ A, B, -+ B pointwise on D then A -v B on D. Thus, if B,, 
is a uniformly V norm equivalent preconditioning strategy for A, and if B, 
converges pointwise to some operator, B, then B must be V norm equiva- 
lent to A. A similar result holds for spectral equivalence. 
Finally, we examine sequence of operators that are derived by the 
restricting and projecting of operators. For example, if P,,, Q, are projec- 
tions onto W,,, V,,, respectively, we consider A, = Q,AP,. The finite 
element method can be viewed in this context. For positive definite, self- 
adjoint operators, we let Q, = P,,* and show that A zH B on D implies 
tAn) =H tBn> on D. We also show that if A,, is a weak formulation the 
same result holds. For non-self-adjoint operators, we add the hypotheses 
A, -v A, B,, -v B on W,. Then if A -v B, we have {A,} -v {B,,}. 
These additional hypotheses can be thought of as a restriction on the angle 
between V,, and AW,. These results give uniform equivalence for finite 
element approximations. We remark that when using elements in H, but 
not in Hzm, one must prove results on the weak form of the operator. 
Equivalence is obtained in the corresponding norms. We will say more 
about this in Section 3. 
In Section 3, we examine the equivalence of linear uniformly elliptic 
operators on bounded regions and the uniform equivalence of both finite 
element and finite difference approximations. In the finite element formula- 
tion, we consider the general case of elliptic operators of order 2m. In the 
finite difference case, we restrict our discussion to the case of second-order 
operators. Equivalence follows from regularity bounds like those developed 
in [16, 25, 281. For example (see Section 3 for a complete presentation), let 
s2 c BP* be a bounded domain and let A be a linear uniformly elliptic 
second-order differential operator on Q. Under appropriate smoothness 
hypothesis on the coefficients of A and the domain fJ and appropriate 
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hypothesis on the boundary conditions, one knows that 
A-‘: L, + H, (1.21) 
is bounded and one-to-one. Thus, there exists a K, = K,(A) such that 
IMH, 2 WA~IL,. (1.22) 
From the definition of A, there exists a K, = K,(A) such that 
IW4,, 2 W~IH,~ (1.23) 
Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.2 show that in the presence of regularity 
bounds like (1.22) and (1.23) 
(i> A-’ -Hzm B-l on L,(D), 
(ii) A zL, B if and only if DA = D,. 
Theorem 3.3 shows that 
(iii) A-’ -L, B-’ if and only if DA. = D,.. 
Theorem 3.3 implies that in order to establish a bound of type (1.10) it is 
necessary to base the preconditioning strategy on an operator B whose L, 
adjoint B* has the same boundary conditions as A*. 
These results depend upon the H, (Hzm in the general case) regularity 
assumptions (1.22) and (1.23). Examples of boundary conditions for which 
(1.22) does not hold are given in Grisvard [17]. That does not imply that 
equivalence is lost, but rather that our proof is inadequate in that case. 
Next, the weak form of the operator is examined. Here, equivalence 
follows from coercivity bounds like those in Babuska and Aziz [2]. For 
example, let Q = R* and suppose 
for u E DA, u E TA, where TA is dense in L*(Q). Let D, = Dp, T, = T,Hm 
(BTm represents closure in the H, norm) and assume there exist constants 
M,(a), M,(a) such that 
bh ‘1 - yab, ‘)I s M2(a)lbdlH,IIUIIH, (1.24) 
for u E D,, u E T,; 
sup l4u9 4 - Yab7 u)I 
bdH_ 
(1.25) 
UET” 
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for u E D,; and 
(1.26) 
for u E T,. Then we may consider 
to be a map from D, to the set of bounded linear functionals on T,. We 
write 
a : D, + T,* (1.28) 
and note that (1.24), (1.25), and (1.26) imply that a is bounded, one-to- 
one, and onto with bounded inverse. In the presence of bounds (1.24), 
(1.25), and (1.26) Theorem 3.5 yields 
(iv) u-l AH, b-’ if T, = Tb. 
It is often the case in practice that TA = DA. and T, = D,. With these extra 
hypotheses, Corollary 3.7 yields 
(v) u-l y* b- ’ on L, if D, = D,. 
The converse of these results is proven in [26] for m = 1 and Q c R*. 
Notice that these results do not depend upon H,, regularity but rather the 
weaker H, regularity. 
Next, we treat finite element approximations. The results of Section 2 
show that the finite element approximation using sufficiently smooth ele- 
ments yields uniform equivalent families in the same norms as the continu- 
ous operator. Of primary interest, however, is the “stiffness” matrix A,,, 
where 
(Ah)ij = (+i, ‘+j> (1.29) 
and {+i):--1 are the finite element basis elements. If the moment matrix 
Ml,,, where 
(1.30) 
has bounded 1, condition, then {A;‘} -L, {B;‘} yields C,2(B;1A,) < K 
independent of h. 
The weak formulation presents some difficulties. Theorem 3.11 yields 
{Ah11 -EC, WI on L,(Q). However, uniform I, equivalence of the 
matrices does not follow. In general, the condition of the mass matrix (1.30) 
is not bounded in any discrete equivalent to the H, norm. In the case of 
second-order problems Bramble and Pas&k [6] add the hypothesis of 
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optimal-order convergence and an inverse bound to show ( Ail} -L, { Bhi} 
on L,. This argument is developed in Theorem 3.12 for problems at general 
order. Again, this leads to uniform I, equivalence of the corresponding 
stiffness matrices. However, the work in [6] is flawed by the fact that the 
authors failed to note that the correct condition for {A;‘} -L, { Bhl } is 
D( A*) = D( B*) rather than D(A) = D(B). A complete discussion of these 
matters is found in [26]. We also note that the hypothesis of convergence of 
order h*“’ implies that H,, estimates of the form (1.22) exist. 
Finite difference approximations appear to require a case-by-case exami- 
nation. Estimates of the type (1.12) were obtained by D’Yakanov [12] for 
the solution of positive definite, self-adjoin& elliptic problems in two 
dimensions on a rectangle discretized by central differences. He used the 
inverse of the Laplace operator as a preconditioning coupled with a 
stationary one-step iteration. In [19], Gunn extended these results to a 
preconditioning by a partial solution of the Laplace equation obtained by 
a number of steps of the Peaceman-Rachford AD1 iteration. These results 
are further extended to positive definite, self-adjoin& elliptic operators plus 
first-order terms in Gunn [20]. There he suggests the use of more sophisti- 
cated iterative techniques such as a nonstationary one-step Richardson’s 
iteration and the Chebychev iteration. In [13], D’Yakanov considered 
positive definite, uniformly elliptic systems on n-dimensional rectangles 
with Dirichlet boundary conditions. It is shown that the discrete analogue 
using centered differences is spectrally equivalent to the discrete analogue 
of a certain positive definite, Helmholz-type operator using centered finite 
differences and that the bounds are independent of the mesh. 
Nitsche and Nitsche [28] obtain the discrete analogue of the bounds 
(1.22) and (1.23) for linear second-order elliptic operators with possibly 
mixed derivatives but no first-order terms on rectangles in two dimensions 
and with Dir&let boundary conditions using centered finite differences. In 
[ll], Drya establishes similar bounds for uniformly elliptic equations of 
second order with positive definite symmetric part without mixed deriva- 
tives and Dirichlet boundary conditions using centered differences on a 
convex polyhedron with a nonuniform grid. In the case of two dimensions 
and a uniform grid, he obtains these bounds in the more general case 
involving mixed derivatives. Because these bounds are independent of the 
mesh space, bounds of the type (1.10) hold independently of h. 
In Section 3, we show that in the important special case where &I is a 
rectangle, the only case where fast direct methods can be conveniently used, 
and where the boundary conditions are either Dirichlet or Neumann on 
each edge, three varieties of finite difference discretizations yield uniformly 
equivalent families of matrices. However, our discussion of the uniform 
equivalence of {A;‘} and {B;‘} is limited to the case of Dirichlet 
boundary conditions. We assume only that the second-order elliptic differ- 
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ential operators are uniformly elliptic. This extends the results of [3, 11-14, 
20, 281. It also emphasizes the fact that it is essential to undertake further 
research to find a B for which B, is easily invertible and C,(B;lA h) will 
be relatively small. 
The results of the first three sections show that equivalence norm is a 
ubiquitous property. It is clear that a more precise measure of the distance 
between two equivalent operators must be developed. In Section 4, we 
present such a measure. This measure has been used by Bank [4] to 
motivate an algorithm for finding a separable operator that is close to a 
self-adjoint, elliptic operator on a rectangle. It is hoped that this concept of 
distance between operators will be helpful in determining appropriate 
preconditionings in a more general setting. 
2. EQUIVALENCE OF OPERATORS 
2.1. Dejinitions 
In this section we develop the concept of equivalence of operators. Given 
two operators A and B from Hilbert space W to Hilbert space V, we say A 
is V norm equivalent to B on set D G DA n D,, and we write A -v B on 
D if there exist 0 < (Y, fi -C cc such that 
IIAXIIV 
a ’ llBxllv ’ ” 
vx E D, IlA~llv, IlWlv + 0. (2.1) 
Suppose A and B are one-to-one on D. Then we can define 
Q = AB-’ on BD, 
Q-1 = B,L-’ 
(2.2) 
on AD. 
IfA-, B on D, then from (2.1), we have for y E BD, y + 0, 
IIQYIIV IW-‘yllv Il-Wlv - = =- 
IIYIIV IIYIIV IlWlv s ’ 
for some x E D. Likewise for y E AD, y Z 0, 
IIQ-‘rllv 1 
llyllv s 2 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
We see that Q is a bounded invertible operator from BD to AD. 
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Thus, Q can be uniquely extended to a bounded invertible operator 
(j:BD’+AD.. (2.5) 
(The notation BD’ denotes closure in V.) Since we are interested in solving 
problems of the form Ax = f, we would like D to be large enough so that 
AD is dense in R,, the range of A. This motivates the following definition. 
We say that A is V norm equivalent to B and write A Av B if A -v B on 
D c DA n D, such that 
(9 
and 
DA c DW, D&D” (2.6a) 
(ii) R, G AD”, R, c BD’. (2.6b) 
Let us examine the second criteria. Suppose A and B are one-to-one and 
(2.6b) holds; then, Q can be extended to a bounded invertible operator 
&TX; 4; P-7) 
and the V condition of Q is given by 
C,(Q) = IlQllvllQ-‘llv 5 P/a. (2.8) 
In this case, we can also extend D to D = DA s D,. 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose A and B are one-to-one on DA and D,, respectively, 
and A -v B on D c DA n D, such that (2.6b) holds. Then A -v B on 
b = DA n D,. 
Proof. By the above discussion, there exists a bounded invertible Q on 
V such that Q = AB-’ on BD. Since the extension of a bou?ded operator 
to the closure of its domain is tnique, Q = AB-’ on BD. Thus, the 
estimate (2.3) holds for every x E D. The lower bound in (2.1) is achieved 
in a similar manner. 0 
The next result shows that if A-’ and B-’ are bounded and A Av B, 
then DA = D,. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let A, B : W + V be one-to-one and assume that IIA-lllw, 
IIB-‘ll w  < co and that R, and R, are closed in V. Then A Av B if and only 
if A -v Bon D = DA = D,. 
Proof If A -v B on D = DA = D,, then clearly A Av B. Now assume 
A Av B. By Lemma 2.1, Rq. (2.1) holds for D = DA n D, and R, = AD’, 
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R, = BD’. Let Q = AB-l and let the bounded invertible 
be the unique extension. 
Now let y E D,, By = g E R,. We will now show that y E DA. Since 
BD is dense in R,, there exists {g,} c BD such that 
lim llg, - Ah = 0. n-a, 
If y,, = B-‘g,, E D, then 
lb,, - ~llw = IV-‘(g, - dllw s IIB-‘llwllgn - gllv. 
Thus, 
lim IIY, - Yllw = 0. 
n+co 
Now let Qg = f E R, and Qg, = AB-lg,, = f, E AD. We have 
IIf, - f II” s Il&llvll& - Al”. 
Finally, let A -‘f = x E DA, A -‘f” = x, E D. This yields 
and 
Ilx, - xllw s IIA-lllwllf, - f llv 
lim IIx, - xllw = 0. 
“-+W 
Notice that x, = A-l(AB-‘)By,; that is, x, = y,. Thus, x = y E DA. 
We have shown that D, E DA. Reversing the roles of A and B yields 
DA c D,. Finally, Lemma 2.1 yields the result. q 
We remark that although Condition (2.6a) is implied by the result 
DA = D,, it was never used in the proof of Theorem 2.2. The result still 
holds if (2.6a) is removed from the definition. However, (2.6a) is essential to 
prove the following result, which shows that if A and B are bounded and 
A -Lv B, then DA = Da. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let A, B : W + V be one-to-one and assume IIAllv, I(B(J, 
c 00 and that DA and D, are closed in W. Then A Av B if and onZy if 
A -v B on D = DA = Da. 
Proof: If A -” B on D = DA = D,, then clearly A Av B. Now assume 
A +, B. Since DA and D, are closed, DA n D, is also closed. Now, 
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D E DA n D,. By (2.6a) 
Likewise D, G DA n D,. Thus, Da = D,. Finally, since A and B are 
bounded, the inequalities in (2.1) can be extended to Bw. 0 
In Theorem 2.3, it is the condition (2.6b) that is implied by the result 
DA = D, but never required in the proof. 
The next result is rather peculiar by itself but is fundamental to Theorem 
3.3. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let A, B : W + V be one-to-one and onto. Let DA n Dy= W 
and Ax = Bx for x E DA n D,. Then A-’ -w B-’ on V if and only if 
DA = D, (A = B). 
Proof: It is easy to show that A - ’ -w B - ’ on V if and only if 
A-‘B:D, + DA is bounded with bounded inverse. If DA = D,, then 
A-‘B : D, + DA is the identity map. Now suppose DA # D,. Let u E D,, 
u G DA and let z = A - ‘Bu. Since DA n D, is dense in W, there exists a 
sequence u,, E DA n D, such that 
Now A - ‘Bu, = u, and so 
lim 1Iu - A-‘BuJ, = 0. 
n+m 
Now consider 
lim IIA-lB(u - u,,)llw = llz - uIlw Z 0. 
“-+CO 
Thus, A - ‘B is not bounded on the sequence 
u - U” 
qn = IIU - U”lJW E DB- 
This completes the proof. 0 
2.2. Equiualence of Adjoints and Inverses 
The equivalence of A and B does not guarantee the equivalence of 
adjoints or inverses as the following example will demonstrate. Here, the 
adjoint of A: W + V is the unique operator A*: V + W such that 
(Ax, g>v = (x9 A*g)w (2.9) 
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for every x E_D~, g E DA*. We remark that A* and B* are well defined 
only if Dy = Dr = W (cf. Helmberg [21, p. 1171). 
The following is an example in which A and B are one-to-one and 
compact on W = V = H, A -H B on D = DA = D, = H, but A* +fH B* 
on DA. n Da, = H, and A-’ +IH B-’ on DA-I n D,-I. Let A and B have 
singular value decomposition in an orthonormal basis given by the infinite 
matrices 
A = UZV*, (2.10a) 
B = hV*, (2.10b) 
where U, fi, and V are unitary operators, and Z = diag(a,, . . . , ui, . . .). 
Here we assume that A and B are one-to-one and compact, so we require 
cl1 2 CT* 2 *. . 2 ui > 0. For every x E H, x # 0, we have 
II A-al II~~v*% Ills*% - = 
IIWH I@m-*xlle = IIZPXJI, = l. 
(2.11) 
Thus A -H B on H. Now A* and B* are given by 
A* = V&Y*, (2.12a) 
B* = V@. (2.12b) 
Suppose, we let ui = 2-‘, U = In (the identity on H), and l? be repre- 
sented by the block diagonal matrix 
fi= 
Pl 
p2 
p4 
prl 
P2J 
where Pk is the k x k permutation matrix 
\ 
1 
) 
(2.13) 
Notice that l?* = c. Let e, represent the ith basis element. Suppose we 
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write 
llA*eillH IPeillH -= 
For i = 2k, we have 
2-V’) 
Yi = 2-(2&-1+1) 
= 2-p-l) 
(2.14a) 
(2.14b) 
For i = 2k + 1, we have 
y.= 2- 
(2k + 1) 
-= I 
2- 
2kf’ p”-l) (2.N) 
We see that (2.14a) is neither bounded above nor below, and thus 
IIA*~IH/II~*~IIH is neither bounded above nor below for any set containing 
the basis elements. 
Likewise, we have 
A-’ = vz-‘u* 
B-1 = vz-lo*’ 
(2.15a) 
(2.15b) 
Using the same IJ and fi yields 
IIA-‘eillH IIB*eillH 1 =----=- 
IIB-‘eillH IIA*eillH Vi ’ 
(2.16) 
and again (2.16) is neither bounded above nor below, and thus 
~IA-%/II~-‘~~H is neither bounded above nor below for any set con- 
taining the basis. 
In this example, however, 
As in (2.11), we have 
(A-‘)* = UZ-‘V*, 
(B-l)* = fix-Iv*‘*. 
(2.17a) 
(2.17b) 
ll(A-‘)*-XII, IIuX-‘~*xll~ IIZ-‘WI, 
lI(B-‘)*xll~ = IIfi~-‘~*xllH = ll~-‘~& = l 
(2.18) 
for every x E DtA-lj. n DCB-+ x#O. Thus A-,B on H yields 
(A-l)* -H (B-l)* on D = DCA-lj* f? DCB-l,*. This result extends to a 
wider class of operators. 
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THEOREM 2.5. Let A, B : W + V be one-to-one such that By = @ = W, 
E\ = RI = V. Suppose A Ay B; then, (A-‘)* -” (B-l)* on D = 
DCA-‘). n D -1 ,. (B ) 
Proof. Since A -” B on D such that AD’ = BD’ = V, the operator 
Q = AB-’ is bounded and can be extended to V. Likewise Q-l = BA-’ is 
bounded and extendable to V. Thus, Q* and (Q-l)* are also bounded 
invertible operators such that 
IlQ*llv = IlQllv s 8, 
Il(Q-‘)*llv = W’llv 5 l/a. 
Since Dy = Dr = W, R\ = kvB = V, we have 
Q* = (B-l)*~* on ( A-l)*D, 
(Q-l)* = (A-‘)*B* on (B-l)*D. 
Thus, for x E D, x # 0, there exists y E (B-l)*D, y Z 0, such that 
lIt A-‘)*xllv Ilk-‘)*B*Yllv IlQ*YIlv 
II@-‘)*xllv = 
=- 
IIYIIV IIYIIV s 13* 
Similarly, we obtain 
(y ~ II@-‘)*xIIv 
IIw’)*4Iv 
for x E D, x # 0. 0 
If A and B are self-adjoint, then some of the above difficulties digppear. 
Recall that if A and B are self-adjoin& then W = V = H and DA = D, = H 
(cf. Helmberg, [21, p. 1171). 
COROLLARY 2.6. Let A and B be selfadjoint and one-to-one. Suppose 
A AH B, then A-’ -H B-’ on D = DA-l n D,-I. 
Proof. If A and B are self-adjoint and one-to-one, then A-’ and B-’ 
are self-adjoint and DA-l = D,-l = H (cf. Helmberg [21, p. 1211). The 
result now follows from Theorem 2.5. 0 
2.3. Spectral Equivalence 
We now introduce the concept of equivalence in spectrum. The treatment 
here is similar to that of D’Yakanov [13]. If A and B are positive, 
self-adjoint operators on H, we say that A is equivalent in spectrum to B 
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on the set D E H and write A zr., B on D, if there exist 0 < (Y, p < cc 
such that 
(Ax, x&l 
a ’ (Bx, x)~ ’ ” 
Vx E D, (Ax, x)~, (Bx, x)~ # 0. (2.19) 
Let A, B : W -+ V. Then there is an obvious relationship between A -” B 
and A*A zw B*B. We have the following result. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let A and B be such that By = Br = W. I[ A -v B on D 
and if A*A and B*B are self-adjoint, then A*A zw B*B on b = D n 
D PA n DB’B’ Conuersely, ifA*A zw B*B on D, then A -v B on D. 
Proof: The proof is obvious once it is noted that DAwa E DA, D,., c D,. 
We have 
II AxlIt - = (Ax, Ax), = (A*Ax, x>w 
IlBxll; (Bx, Bx>v (B*Bx, x)~ ’ 
Vx E DAeA n DpB, II-Wlv, IlBxllv # 0. (2.20) 
If A -v B on D and x E D = D fl DA.A n DBeB, then there exist 0 < LX, 
/? < cc such that the bounds 
(A*& x) w 
a* ’ (B*Bx,x), I’* 
apply. Conversely, if A*A zw B*B on D, then D G DA n D,, and (2.20) 
yields A Iv BonD. 0 
Suppose A : H + H is self-adjoint, positive, and bounded. Then Al/* 
exists and is self-adjoint, positive, and bounded on H. If A is also 
one-to-one, then A’/* is one-to-one and 
D - = A1/*H A ‘fl 3 D/I = AH 
and, further, 
D/I G DA+. (2.21) 
This can easily be seen from the relation 
A -1/2 = A’/*. -1 (2.22) 
on DA-l. We use this to build several lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.8. Suppose A and B are self-&joint, positive, and bounded on 
H, then A =:H B on D ifand om’y ifA’/* -H B’/* on D. Further, if A and B 
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are one-to-one, A-’ =,, B-’ on D implies A-l/’ -,., B-l/’ on D, and 
,4-l/2 - H B-*1’ on D implies A-l zH B-’ on D n DA-l n D,-1. 
Proof. The first assertion follows from 
(Ax?xh = ( A”‘x, A”‘x) H 
(Bx, X>H ( B”‘x, B”‘x) H ’ 
Vx E D, (Ax, x)~, (Bx, x)~ # 0. 
The second assertion follows similarly once we notice that DA-l c DA -1,~ 
and Da-, E Da-W. The possibilities of proper inclusion forces the added 
restriction in the third assertion. 0 
The next result shows that if A and B are equivalent in spectrum on H, 
then so are their inverses. 
THEOREM 2.9. Suppose A and B are self-adjoint, positive, one-to-one, -- 
and bounded on H. If A y, B on D such that A’/‘D= B’/‘D = H, then 
A-’ zH B-’ on b = DA-, n Da-l. Conversely, ifA-’ zH B-’ on D such 
that A-‘I’D= B-‘I’D= H, then A zH B on H. 
- - 
ProoJ: Assume that A y., B on D such that A’/‘D = B112D = H. Then, -- 
by Lemma 2.8, Al/’ -,., B112 on D. Since A’/‘D= B’/‘D = H, Corollary 
2.6 yields A-‘/2 -H Bell2 on b = DA-l/2 n Dg-l~. Finally, another appli- 
cation of Lemma 2.8 yields A-’ zH B-’ on D = D n DA-l n DB-l = 
DA-’ n D,-1. 
In the other direction, assume A - ’ =n B- ’ on D such that - - 
A-‘flD= B-‘I’D= H. Lemma 2.8 yields A-‘/’ -H B-l/’ on D. Corol- 
lary 2.6 now gives Al/’ -u B112 on D,VZ n D&P = H, and a final applica- 
tion of Lemma 2.8 yields A zH B on H. 0 
These tools lead to the following important result. Here we require 
compactness. The result actually applies to a slightly larger class of opera- 
tors, but that proof is difficult. Moreover, the following will &lice for our 
needs later in this paper. 
THEOREM 2.10. Let A and B be self-adjoint, positive, one-to-one, and 
compact operators on H. Zf A -H B on H, then A zH B on H. 
Proof. By assumption there exist 0 < a, /3 < cc such that 
llA% - s8, 
a ’ IWIH 
Vx E H, x # 0. 
Then Q = AB-’ is bounded on DB-l and 
IIQIIH s P, llQ-lll~ s l/a. 
Since DA-, = D,-l = H, Q and Q-’ can be extended to all of H. 
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Since A and B are self-adjoint and compact, they both have a complete 
set of mutually orthogonal eigenvectors. Assume the eigenvalues are or- 
dered in descending order and let W,, be the subspace spanned by the first n 
eigenvectors of B. Let P,, be the orthogonal projection onto W, and let 
B, = P,,BP, = P,B = BP,,. 
The key to this proof is to notice that if B+ is the Moore-Penrose 
pseudo-inverse of B (cf. Stewart [29]), then 
B;12 = p,B’/‘p, = pnB1/2 = B’/‘p,, 
B;= P,,B-‘P, = P,B-l = B-‘P,, 
(B;l/‘) + = P,B-‘/2p, = P,B-112 = B-‘/ZP n’ 
Let A,, = P,AP,,. Since these are operators of hnite rank, we have 
ll(B;/2)+A,(B,‘/2)+ll, = p((B;12)+A,(B;12)+) = p(A,B;) 
5 II4K+lh, = IIP,AB-lf’nII~~ 
(Here p(A) is the spectral radius of A.) Finally, we have 
lIPnAB-‘P,J, I IIAB-‘II, I B. 
Thus, ll(B,‘2)‘A,(B,“2)“llH I B for every n. Let 
F = {f~ H: P,J=fforsomen}. 
Now for any f E F, f # 0, there exists g E F, g # 0, and an n, such that 
B’/“f = Bi”f = g. This yields 
(Af,f)H = (AB-“2g, B-1’2g)H (B-“2AB-“2g, g& 
(Bf,f)H (g,ghI = (g7 gh 
(B,-“2A,B,-“2g, g),., 
= 
(g, g>H 
I /I. 
Since F is dense in H, the bound can be extended to all of H. The lower 
bound is proved in the same fashion. 0 
Theorem 2.10 immediately leads to a result that is more appropriate for 
our later needs. 
COROLLARY 2.11. Suppose A-’ and B-’ are self-adjoint, positive, one- 
to-one, and compact on H. If A -LH B then A zH B on D = DA = D,. 
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Proof: Since A-l and B-’ are bounded, Theorem 2.2 yields DA = D,. 
Corollary 2.6 yields A-’ -,., B-l on H. Theorem 2.10 then implies that 
A-’ zH B-’ on H, and Theorem 2.9 completes the result. q 
The converse of Theorem 2.10 is not true as the following example will 
show. Define the 2 x 2 matrices 
The eigenvalues of 
A,$;’ = 1 /m @3 2 
are 
3f6 
A.2 = 2 * 
The eigenvalues of B; ‘A$; ’ are 
(Notice that XI.* are the squares of the singular values of A$?;‘.) Let A 
and B be the compact operators on H that have infinite matrix representa- 
tion 
B= (2.24) 
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where 6; > 0, lim i - m Si = 0. Here Si plays a dual role. We multiply each 
block by Si to make A and B compact. This has no effect on AB-‘. Also, ai 
influences the condition of each block of AB-l. We see that AB-’ is 
unbounded because 
IlAB-‘11 2 JIA,B,‘II = &, Vi. 
Thus, A is not H norm equivalent to B (see the discussion surrounding 
(2.2)). However, 
3+6 IIB-‘/~AB-‘/~~I, = P(B-‘/2AB-‘/2) = p(AB-‘) = --j--, 
IIA-‘/~BA-‘/~II~ = P(A-‘/2BA-‘/2) = p(BA-‘) = &. 
If we let 
F = { f E H : f is a finite linear combination of basis elements}, 
then for f E F, f + 0, there exists g E F, g # 0, such that 
(Af,fh = (B-“2AB-1’2g, g)H 
CBf,fh (89 gh 
I IIB-“2AB-“211H, 
CBf,f)H (A-“2BA-“2g, g)H 
(AfYf), = (ET, S>H 
5 IIA-“2BA-1’211,. 
Since F is dense in H, then A y, B on H. 
2.4. Uniform Equivalence 
The next set of results is intended to shed light upon the equivalence of 
discrete approximations to continuous operators, even though these results 
do not require finite rank. Let A,, and B,, be two sequences of operators 
from W -+ V. We say the families are V norm uniformly equivalent on D 
and write {A,} -” {B,} on D c DA, n D,,” if there exist 0 -C CY, /? < cc 
such that 
ll4Alv 
a ’ IIB,,xllV ’ ” vx E D, IIAn~llv~ IIB,Alv + 0 (2.25) 
for every n. 
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Similarly, we say the families are uniformly V norm equivalent and write 
{API) Av { B, } if (2.25) holds independent of n and, further, 
(9 
(ii) 
(2.26a) 
(2.26b) 
Finally, if {A,) and {B,} are positive and self-adjoint on H, we say the 
families are uniformly equivalent in spectrum on D and write {A,,} zH 
{ B,, } on D if there exist 0 < (Y, B -C cc such that 
(As, X>H 
a ’ (B,,x, x)* ’ ” 
Vx E D, (A,x, x)~, (B,x, x)~ f 0 (2.27) 
for every n. 
If the two sequences both converge pointwise and if they are uniformly 
equivalent, then their limits are also equivalent. 
THEOREM 2.12. Let A, B: W + V be one-to-one and A,, and B,, be 
defined on b” E DA and b)B c D,, 
D c hA n b,, 
respectively, such that for evev x E 
lim IIA,x - Axllv = lim IIB,x - Bxllv = 0. (2.28) 
n+m n+ao 
If {A,,} -v {B,} on D, then A -v B on D. Further, if all operators are 
positive and self-adjoint on H and if {A,,} zH {B,,} uniformly on D, then 
A zH Bon D. 
Proof. Since A and B are one-to-one, if x E D, x f 0, then 
IIAxIIV, llBxljv # 0. Given x E D and E > 0, choose N large enough so 
that 
ll(4 - Abllv s W4lv, 
II@, - Bbllv s 4Wlv 
for n 2 N. Then, we have 
IlAxllv 5 &Wlv~ 
IlBxll v 5 ~l14xllv 
for n 2 N. Since {A,} -v { B, } on D, there exist 0 < OL, /? < 00 such that 
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for x E D, 
for all n. Now for n > N, 
IIAXII” ll4Alv + II( A - 4bllv 1 + e/(1 - E) ll4Alv 
IlWv ’ II44lv - II@ - 4bllv ’ 1 - &/(I - E) II&& 
Since this bound holds for all sufficiently small E > 0, we have 
IlAxllv 
IIJWIV s Pm 
The lower bound is proved similarly, as are the bounds for equivalence in 
spectrum. 0 
COROLLARY 2.13. 
addition, that (2.26a), 
Proo& The proof 
AAvB.O 
Theorem 2.12 and 
Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 2.12. Suppose, in 
(2.26b) hold. If {A,} Av {B,,}, then A Av B. 
follows from Theorem 2.12 and the definition of 
Corollary 2.13 imply that discrete approximations 
{ A, } and { B,, } are uniformly equivalent in norm (in spectrum) only if their 
limits are equivalent in a norm (in spectrum). In general, while the converse 
of Theorem 2.12 does not hold, we have the following results that pertain to 
finite element discretizations of sufficiently high order. 
THEOREM 2.14. Let A and B be one-to-one, positive, and self-adjoint on 
H, and let P,, be a projection operator onto W,, G DA n D,. Let 
A, = P,,*AP,, 
B, = P,,*BP,. 
IfA zH B on D, then {A,} zH {B,} on D. 
Proo$ Suppose there exist 0 < (Y, /? < cc such that 
(4 X>EI 
a s (Bx, x)~ ’ ” 
Vx E D, (Ax, x), (Bx, x) # 0. 
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Then if (A,x, x)n, (B,,x, x)n # 0, we have 
The comparable result for equivalence in norm requires an additional 
hypothesis. 
THEOREM 2.15. Let A, B: W + V and let P,, Q, be projections onto 
subspaces W,, V,, respectively, such that 11Q,J I y and W,, G DA n D, for 
every n. Let 
A, = Q,AP,, 
4 = QJP,, 
and suppose there exists Ed, Ed > 0 such that 
~~IlAxllv s II44lv, (2.29a) 
MWlv 5 II44lv (2.29b) 
for x E W,,, for every n. Zf A -v B on D = DA n D,, then {A,,} -v {B,} 
on D. 
Prooj: Let x E W, such that IIAnxllv, IIB,xllv # 0. We have 
II44lv = IlQ,AP,4lv s llQ,llvllA~nxllv = IlQnllvll~4lv~ 
II44lv = IlQ,@‘,4lv s llQnll~llBf’n~ll~ = IlQnllvllB4lv~ 
Thus, 
ll4Pllv 
II4Pllv 
I y IIAXIIV 
EB IVWIV ’ 
which is bounded above. The lower bound is proved in a similar manner. 0 
Another interpretation of the preceding theorem is to say that {A,,} -v 
{B,} on D if A -v B on D and 
This explains why the hypotheses of Theorem 2.15 require a bound on 
llQnllv but not on IIPnllv- 
We also remark that without the extra hypothesis (2.29a), (2.29b), uni- 
form norm equivalence is in doubt. The following example illustrates this 
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point. Let 
A = B = diag(q) 
becompactonH.Thatis,leta,~u,~u, .*. >Oandlim,,,q=O.Let 
A, = diag(u, ,..., a:-,,u,,,O,O ,... ), 
B,, = diag(u, ,,.., a,-,,u,2,0,0 ,... ). 
Then 
which shows that even though A -H B on H, {A,} +r.r {B,,} on H. Both 
(2.29a), (2.29b) are violated. Now, let 
A, = B,, = diag(u, ,..., a,-,,uz,O,O ,... ). 
Again, both (2.25a), (2.25b) are violated, but {A,,} -H {B,} on H. 
In many finite element discretizations, the elements are of lower order 
than required by the domain of the operator. If the operators are self-adjoint, 
we have the following result. 
THEOREM 2.16. Let A, B be positive and self-adjoint on H such that 
D n D = H and Al” B’12 exist. Let P,, be a projection onto W, G 
D:VZ n “D,ID and let ’ 
A, = P,,*&P,,, 
B, = P,,*inP,,, 
where a,, &, are operators on W, such that for every x, y E W,, 
(&, Y)~ = (A1’2~, A”‘Y)~, 
(&x, Y)~ = (B1’2x, B”“y),. 
IfA zH B on DA n D,, then {A,,} zH {B,} on DA112 n Dgl/2. 
Proof From previous results AlI2 -H B112 on DA’/2 n DBl,2. For every 
x E W,,, we have 
(A,x, x)~ (x&x, x)~ (A1’2~, A1’2~)H 
= 
(4x, X)H (l?,,x, x& = (B1’2x, B1’2~)H * 
The result follows. 0 
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2.5. Equivalence Classes 
We end this section by pointing out that if 
G = {all compact operators on H} , 
G, = {all positive, self-adjoint, compact operators on H} , 
then H norm equivalence on H determines an equivalence relation on G 
and equivalence in spectrum on H determines an equivalence relation on 
G,. It is easy to see that both equivalences are reflexive, symmetric, and 
transitive. 
Since G, s G, equivalence in norm also yields an equivalence relation on 
G,. From Theorem 2.10, we see that if E c G, is an equivalence class under 
- , then E c E,, where E, is an equivalence class under = . The example 
following Theorem 2.10 shows that this inclusion may be proper. 
The theorems of this section provide rules for determining the equiva- 
lence of adjoints and inverses of elements of G. We are primarily interested 
in elliptic boundary-value problems that are inverses of compact operators. 
In the next section, we show that an elliptic boundary-value operator 
belongs to a very large equivalence class. 
3. ELLIPTIC OPERATORS AND THEIR DISCRETIZATIONS 
In this section, we discuss the equivalence of uniformly elliptic operators 
on bounded regions. Then, we examine the uniform equivalence of finite 
element approximations of the elliptic operators. Finally, we consider 
certain finite difference discretizations on rectangular regions. 
3.1. The Continuous Problem 
Let P c BP” be a bounded domain and let A be a uniformly elliptic 
operator defined on H,,(Q). That is, using the notation of Laurent 
Schwartz (cf. John [23; Chap. 3]), 
Au = C a,(x)D%, x E !2, (3.la) 
la1<2m 
I-,(x)u(x) = 0, XE~Q, j=1,2 ,..., m, (3.lb) 
and there is a constant A > 0 such that for all real 5 = ([i, t2,. . . , [,), we 
have 
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The boundary operators Ii are linearly independent linear differential 
operators of order < 2m - 1. 
Under appropriate smoothness hypothesis on the domain Cl and the 
coefficients a,(x) and appropriate hypothesis on the boundary conditions 
(3.lb), we know that 
A-‘: L, --f H,, (3.3) 
is bounded and one-to-one. That is, there is a constant Kr = K,(A), and 
for every f E L*(Q) there exists a unique u = u(x) E Hzm(Q) such that 
Au=f 
and 
II~IH,, 5 JG@)llf Iha,. (3.4) 
For example, if (3.lb) corresponds to the generalized Neumann boundary 
conditions, this result is found in Theorem 9.1 of Lions [25]. If (3.lb) 
corresponds to Dir&let boundary conditions, this result is found in Theo- 
rem 17.2 of Friedman [16]. Of course, the very definition of A and H,,(Q) 
implies that there is a constant K, = K,(A) such that 
WIIL, 5 ~,(A)lbIl~~~~ (3.5) 
We formalize the above discussion in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let A and B be uniform& elliptic operators on Hz,,,(Q) 
such that the estimates (3.4) and (3.5) hold. Then 
A -L*B on D = DA n D,, 
A-’ -H,, B-’ on L,(G). 
ProojI The proof follows from the discussion above. Since (3.4) and 
(3.5) hold, we have 
1 
< (IAU((L, I K,(A)K,(B) 
JwwG(4 - IIWL* 
for 11 E D 
and 
1 IV-‘f IIH,, 
K,(B)&(A) ’ IP-‘fll~,, 
5 jww*w for f E L,(Q). 0 
The results of Section 2 yield the following corollaries. 
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COROLLARY 3.2. 
only if DA = D,. 
Under the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1, A AL2 B if and 
Proof. If DA = D,, then D = DA = D, satisfies R, = AD = L,(G), 
R, = BD = L*(R) and so A AL, B. Conversely, bounds (3.4) imply that 
llA-lll~,,, llB-lll~,, -c 00. Theorem 2.2 yields DA = D,. q 
For the next result, let us define the operator i? that has the same 
coefficients as A in (3.la) but boundary conditions (3.lb) chosen so that 
Db, = D,. (L2 adjoint). 
THEOREM 3.3. Assume the hypothesis of Theorem 3.1 holds for A*, B*, 
and h* (L2 adjoint). Then A-’ AL2 B-’ if and only if D,,. = D,.. 
Proof. Suppose DA* = 
sider A*, B*: 
D,.. By Corollary 3.2, A* At2 B*. Now, con- 
L,(O) + L,(P) and apply Theorem 2.5. Since D,,-1 
I’ 
= 
DcB-l) = L,(D), we have A-’ -L, B-’ on L,(Q); that is, A-’ AL2 B- . 
Now consider i. We have just shown that B-’ -L2 &i-on LJD). By 
transitivity A - ’ -L2 B-’ on L*(D) if and only if A-’ -L, B-’ on L,(D). 
Leya 2.4 yields A-’ -L, 4-l on L,(Q) if and only if DA = D,; that is, 
A = B. This implies that DA, = Dk = Dg., which completes the proof. q 
Corollary 3.2 and Theorem 3.3 were established in [26] for the case 
m = 1 and 52 = R2. There the proof is more constructive in nature. The 
previous results also yield results on spectral equivalence. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Assume the hypothesis of Theorem 3.1. Let A and B be 
positive and self-adjoint. If DA = D,, then A zL2 B on DA = D, and 
A-’ z L, B-’ on L,(P). 
Proof. Since A-’ and B-’ are compact on L,(Q), Theorem 2.10 and 
Theorem 3.3 yield A-’ zL, B-’ on L,(O). Corollary 2.11 yields A cLz B 
on DA = D,. 0 
In general, neither DA = D, nor DA. = D,, is necessary to establish 
A-’ zL2 B-’ on L*(Q). As the example after Corollary 2.11 shows, spectral 
equivalence does not imply norm equivalence. In [26] it is shown that for 
m = 1, 52 c R2 the necessary and sufficient condition is DT = D,“1. A 
similar result is given in Corollary 3.7. 
Similar results hold for the weak form of the problem. Suppose we seek u 
such that 
Au=f 
for f E L,(D). This is equivalent to finding u such that 
(Au, v)L, = (f, v)L2> tfv E T,, 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
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where TA is dense in L,(Q). Using generalized versions 
ties, we write 
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of Green’s identi- 
where a(u, u) is a bilinear form defined for u, u E H,(D) and y,(u, u) is a 
bilinear form on H,( a&I). (Here 11 and u and their derivatives are evalu- 
ated using trace operators (cf. Lions [25]). 
For a careful choice of TA the following bounds can often be established: 
(3.9) 
sup l4% 4 - Yah 41 
IIaI, 
2 &ll4lH. (3.10) 
(‘ET” 
for u E DA; and 
SUP lab, u) - Y&4 u)I ’ 0 
UCD, 
(3.11) 
for u E TA. The choice of T, is critical here. The bounds (3.9) and (3.11) are 
more easily obtained with TA small, while (3.10) requires TA to be large. 
Clearly, (3.9), (3.10) and (3.11) can be extended to the H, closure. Let 
D, = Dym, T,=Tj% (3.12) 
Then, (3.9) (3.10) and (3.11) imply 
I& 4 - Yah 41 5 4m4IH,II4IH, (3.13) 
for u E D,, u E T,; and 
sup I44 4 - VA4 41 
II%, 2 &llUlIH. 
(3.14) 
l,ET” 
for u E D,; and 
for u E T,. 
(3.15) 
The bound (3.13) implies that for u E D, the functional 
u(u) = +,*) - Y,(W) (3.16) 
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is bounded on T,. Thus, we have defined a map 
a: D, --) T,*, (3.17) 
where T,* is the space of bounded linear functionals on T,. Further, the 
bound (3.13) implies that 
,,u(u),, 
T 
= sup I44 4 - Yah 41 
IMIH, 
5 M2(AhIIH,- (3.18) 
OCT” 
The bound (3.14) implies that a is one-to-one with bounded inverse; that is, 
IbIIH, s MdA)lkdu)h~- (3.19) 
Finally, (3.15) ensures that a is onto (cf. Babuska and Aziz [2, Chap. 51). 
Let us next define the isomorphism 
E: L*(Q) --f L;(P) (3.20a) 
by associating f with the bounded linear functional, 
E(f) = (f,- h*’ (3.2Ob) 
defined on L*(D). Since L;(D) c T,* the weak form of (3.6), 
44 = Jw)7 (3.21) 
is well defined; that is, we seek u E D, such that 
44 4 - Y,(W 4 = (f, U>L, (3.22) 
for every u E T,. The bounds (3.13), (3.14), and (3.15), together with the 
requirement that TA is dense in L*(G), imply that the solution to (3.21) is 
the solution to (3.6). We remark that it is often the case that D, = T,. 
Consider the weak form of the uniformly elliptic operator B with bilinear 
form 
b(u, 4 - Y&4 u) 
defined for tl E D,, u E Tb. Suppose that bounds (3.13), (3.14), and (3.15) 
hold for this choice of Th. Then, we can define the map 
b: D, --, Tb*. (3.23) 
As before, b is bounded, one-to-one, and onto with bounded inverse. 
Notice that D, and D, are closed subspaces of H,. Also, notice 
Lt( D) c T,* and Lf( P) c Tz. However, in general T,* + Tz. Moreover, 
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in general, 
I(fPU)I 
2. IlaI, 
~ = IIKmT~ # IIw)llT~ = sup ueT, ‘Y;l~” . (3.24) 
m 
We have the situation of operators 
a: H,,,-+T,*, 
b: H,,, + Tb*, 
where T,* # T6*. However, the concept of equivalence is still valid. The 
bounds (3.18) and (3.19) imply 
1 Il4u)ll~~ 
&(&5(B) ’ llb(~)ll-r~ 
5 4LwlW (3.25) 
for u E D = D, n D,. Since D, and D, are closed in H,, D is dense in D, 
only if DO = D,. In this case, 
ab-‘: Tb* 4 T* a 
is bounded, one-to-one, and onto with bounded inverse. 
We may also consider the equivalence of a-lE and b-‘E on L2(G?). 
Bounds (3.18) and (3.19) yield 
1 IIE(f )lhz IW’E(f )lh, 
~,(~bY(~) IIE(f )llTz ’ IFlE(f NIH,,, 
IIHf NIT: 
2 W(AP*W llE( f )ll 
TbL 
(3.26) 
for f E L,(D). Clearly, a-l -H, b-’ on L*(Q) if and only if the T,* norm 
is equivalent to the T$ norm on L:(P). This is trivially true if T, = Tb. In 
[26] it is shown that for m = 1 and fI = R* and a certain class of boundary 
conditions that a-l -H, b-’ on L,(D) if and only if D, = T, = D, = Tb. 
We believe that a generalization of the arguments there will carry over to 
the more general setting; that is, we conjecture that a-l -n, b-’ if and 
only if D, = T, = D, = Tb. 
We sum up the preceding discussion in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let A and B be uniformb elliptic operators on H,,(Q) 
that give rise to a and b that satisfy the bounds (3.13), (3.14) and (3.15). 
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Then, 
(i) Bounds (3.25) hold for u E D = Da n D,. 
(ii) D is dense in Da and D, if and only if D, = D,. 
(iii) a-lE -H b-‘E on L,( 9) if and only if the T,* norm is equivalent 
to the Tc norm onmL:( 52). (For example, if T, = Tb.) 
Proof. The proof follows from the discussion above. q 
COROLLARY 3.6. Let A and B be uniformly elliptic operators on H,,(Q) 
that give rise to a and b that satisfv the bounds (3.13) (3.14), and (3.15). Zf 
T, = Th, then 
A-’ -H, B-’ on L,(Q). 
Proof Since A - ’ = a-‘E, B-’ = b-‘E on L,(O), the result follows 
from Theorem 3.5. Cl 
The next result assumes that the operator A is positive definite and 
self-adjoint and that the norm (Ax, x)l/* is equivalent to the H, norm on 
DA; that is, there exist constants 0 < M,(A), M,(A) < cc such that 
&1141.. s (Ax, x)1/2 s %(A)llxll~, 
3 
(3.27) 
for x E DA. 
COROLLARY 3.7. Let A and B be positive dejnite, self-adjoint, uniform& 
elliptic operators on H2m(Q) that give rise to a and b that satisfy (3.13) 
(3.14), and (3.15) with DA = TA, D, = TB. Further, suppose that (Ax, x)‘dz 
and (Bx, ~)‘t’~~ are equivalent to the H, norm on DA and D,, respectively. 
Zf D, = D,, then 
A-l zL, B-’ on L,(a). 
Proof For x E L,(Q), we have 
(A-k x)t, =r (AA-lx, A-‘x),~ 
(B-lx, XL, 
I M (B)M (A)“AI1x”Hm 
(BB-lx, B-~x)~, 3 4 iB 1xi/H, . 
By Corollary 3.6, the right-hand side is bounded for x E L,(G). The lower 
bound is established in a similar manner. q 
We remark that, in general, L, norm equivalence of the self-adjoint 
operators A-’ and B-l requires DA. = DB., while spectral equivalence 
occurs for Da = D,, which is much weaker. 
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3.2. Finite Element Approximations 
Now consider finite element approximations of the solution of the 
boundary-value problem Au = f, where A is a uniformly elliptic operator 
of the form (3.la), (3.lb). Let W,, be a finite dimensional subspace of DA 
with basis { +i, . . . , &}. Let V,, c L*(G) have the basis { &,. . ., #,}. Let 
Ph, Q,, be the L,(Q) orthogonal projections onto W,, and V,, respectively. 
The finite element operator is then 
A,, = QhAPh. (3.28) 
If A,, is one-to-one on W,,, we can denote its inverse from V,, to W,, by Ai’. 
The finite element approximation to u is given by 
uh = Ah’f = Ak’Q,,f. (3.29) 
Now let Ml, be the “mass matrix” 
t"h)ij = (+i, Ic;.)& (3.30) 
and A,, be the “stiffness matrix” 
tAh)ij = (+iv A+j)i>L2* (3.31) 
The matrix associated with the operator A, in the bases { &} and { qi} is 
given by 
M,‘A h. (3.32) 
We will state some results on the uniform equivalence of the finite element 
operators and then relate these to bounds for their respective stiffness 
matrices. We assume the spaces W, and V, are chosen so that the finite 
element operators satisfy bounds similar to (3.4). 
THEOREM 3.8. Let A, B, and !J satisfv the hypothesis of Theorem 3.1. L.-et 
yh c D = DA n D, and V, c La(n) be chosen such that there are constants 
K,(A), l?,(B) independent of h and 
1141 r-r,,,, s &(A) II44I~,> (3.33a) 
II%,, s i,(B) IIBPllL, (3.33b) 
for u E W,. Then 
iAh) -L,{Bh) on D, 
WI -El,, WI on L,(D). 
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Proof The proof follows from the bounds above, the bound (JA,,u(lLt I 
I(Au(~~ for u E W,,, and bounds (3.4) and (3.5). 0 
The bounds (3.4) and (3.5) make the hypotheses (3.33a), (3.33b) equiva- 
lent to the hypotheses (2.29a), (2.29b) of Theorem 2.15, which could then be 
used to prove the first result. We also obtain a result analogous to that for 
Corollary 3.2. 
COROLLARY 3.9. Let A, B, W,,, V,,, and Sl satisfy the hypothesis of 
Theorem 3.8. In addition, let V,, G D. = DA. n DBa, let A, = P,,A*Qh, 
I?, = PhB*Qh, and assume there are constants Z?l(A*), I?,(B*) independent 
of h such that 
II4 I-l,, s a A*) Il&& 
llvll H,,,, 5 k,( B*) Ilh~ll~, 
for v E V,. Then 
{Ah+) -L, Ph+l on L,(Q). 
Proof. Since AA,, and 4, satisfy all the hypotheses of Theorem 3.8, we 
have {a,,} -Lz { Bh} on D. Theorem 2.5 yields (a;‘)* -Lz (i;‘)* on V,,. 
(Notice that the adjoint here is with respect to the restricted spaces V,, and 
W,,; az is a map from W,, + V,,.) Moreover, a closer look at the proof of 
Theorem 2.5 reveAals that equivalence holds with the same bounds. Thus, 
((Ahl)*l -L, {(B;‘)*} on D.. Since W,, G D we have 
and 
(a;‘)* = (Q,AP,)-’ = A-’ h . 
Since Ah+= A;‘Q,,, the result follows. 0 
The condition that V, L DA. n D,. is not unreasonable in that both DA. 
and D,. are dense in L,(G). However, it is not a necessary condition. In 
Theorem 3.12 a different line of proof is used where the hypotheses require 
optimal convergence and inverse bounds to prove uniform L, norm equiva- 
lence. Of course, unless V, c DA. n D,. these hypotheses most likely will 
not be satisfied. We remark that Theorem 2.12 implies that if Al and Bl 
converge pointwise in L, norm to A-’ and B-‘, then {Ah+} -L, {B:‘} on 
L,(Q) only if A-’ -L, B-’ on L,(Q); that is, only if DA. = DB.. Finally, 
we may achieve results on the matrices associated with these operators. 
THEOREM 3.10. Let A,, B, be the stiflness matrices associated with the 
jinite element operators A,, and B,. Let the mass matrices M, satisfy 
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C#Alh) I c,, independent ofh. If {A,,} AL, {B,,}, then 
{Ah) “I, Phb 
If (A;l} AL2 { B;l}, then 
{Ail} -r,(W). 
Proof: Suppose uh = Cj ai& E W,. Let aT = (ai, . . . , a,,& then 
A similar bound on the reciprocal of the left-hand side yields the first result. 
The second result follows in a similar fashion. Cl 
Let us now consider the weak form of the problem. As we saw from 
Theorem 3.5, under the proper hypotheses the continuous operators are 
equivalent in the H, and the appropriate Hz norms. The same holds true 
for the finite element operators. Let W,, c D, c H,, V,, c T, c H,. The 
finite element approximation to the weak form of the problem (3.22) is to 
find uh E W,, such that 
+h, Uh) - xhh, Uh) = (f, UL)L* (3.34) 
for every u,, E V,,. If, as before, we let (c&} and {#i} be bases for W,, and 
V,, respectively, then the stiffness matrix Ah is given by 
(Ah)ij = a(+jT #i) - Ya(+j, #i), (3.35) 
and the mass matrix is as in (3.30). If we let a,, be the operator from 
W,, --) V,*, then the natural basis for V,,* is { ( fl/i, * )L,}. The matrix associ- 
ated with uh in these bases is again Ml; ‘Ah. The finite element approxima- 
tion is then 
uh = ah+f = a;‘EQ,, f, (3.36) 
where Qh is the L, orthogonal projection onto V,, and E is as defined in 
(3.20a), (3.20b). Suppose a satisfies the bound (3.13), then a,, also satisfies 
(3.13). Suppose that a also sat$fies (3.14) and (3.15) and that W,, and V, 
are chosen so that there exists M,(a) independent of h and 
sup I 
= ‘h, Oh) - dub, uh)i 
( 
Oh E v, IIUhkf, 
2 &liu,llH. (3.37) 
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for uh E W, and 
(3.38) 
for v,, E V,. Then, 
Il~hh)ll”~ 5 ~*WIIuIm (3.39a) 
for u,, E W,,, and 
llG%hIm s &b)llGdll”,+* (3.39b) 
for u,, E V,,. If (3.39a), (3.39b) hold for two families of operators a,, and b,, 
then they are uniformly equivalent families. 
THEOREM 3.11. Let a and b sutisfr bounds (3.13), (3.14), and (3.15). Let 
W,, c DO n D, and V, c T, n Tb be chosen so that (3.37) and (3.38) hold 
for both a and b. Then, 
bh+l -Is, w  on L@)* 
Further, 
uh -Vh* bh on W, 
with bounds independent of h. 
Proof. The results follow directly from the application of (3.39a), (3.39b) 
for both a and b. 0 
Remark. We cannot say that {ah} is uniformly V,,* norm equivalent to 
{ b, } because the V,,* norm depends upon h. 
Remark. Since D, and D, are closed in H,, D, n D, is closed. Thus, 
ui and bz will converge pointwise to u-l and b-’ in the H, norm only if 
D, = D,. As we have remarked before, it is frequently the case that 
D, = T, and D, = Tb, which would then imply that W,,V,, c D, = D,. 
Unfortunately, equivalence in the H, norm does not imply the 1, 
equivalence of the matrices A ,,. This is because if u = Lxj#j E V,,, then 
Il~?“ltx, = ‘@h(Ail~h)% (Ai1h)ah2, (3.40) 
where hh is the mass matrix in the H, inner product 
(‘h)ij = (qi, #j)I-I; (3.41) 
In practical applications, C,2(hh) is not bounded independent of h. 
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This apparent difficulty can be avoided by assuming optimal convergence 
and an inverse bound on the tinite element operators. A version of the 
following theorem can be found in Bramble and Pas&k [6] for m = 1. We 
remark that m = 1 is the case in which the hypotheses are most likely to be 
satisfied. 
THEOREM 3.12. Suppose A and B are uniformly elliptic operators on 
H,,(Q) such that (3.4) and (3.5) hold for A* and B* and DA. = D,.. Let A 
and B give rise to a and b such that (3.13), (3.14), and (3.15) hold. Let W,, 
and V,, be chosen so that there are constants K3( a), K,(b), K4( a), and 
K,(b) independent of h such that 
Ila,‘r - a-‘flh+ s h2’%(a)llf IlL27 (3.42a) 
Ilbh’f - b-‘f Ik, s h2”K,(b)llf lk, (3.42b) 
for f E L,(Q), and 
Ilw&,, 2 h-2mKdahllL,7 (3.43a) 
Ilb4l~, s h-2mK,@h41~, (3.43b) 
for u E W,,. Then 
{ah’> -L* w on L2W. 
Proof By Theorem 3.3, A-’ -L, B-’ on L2(8). The bounds (3.13), 
(3.14), and (3.15) imply that A-’ = a-‘E and B-’ = b-‘E on L,(P). 
Using (3.42a), (3.4) for A*, (3.5) for B*, (3.42b), and (3.43b), we have 
lldf IL, 2 lb-‘f lk, + h2”K3(a)llf IL, 
5 K2(A*)K1(B*)llb-‘fllL2 + h2”K3(a)llf IL, 
5 K2(A*)KdB*)llbh+f IL, 
+ h2”‘(K,b) + K,(A*)K,(B*)K,(b))Ilf IIL, 
2 [K,(A*)K,(B*) 
+K,(b)(K,b) + K,(A*)K,(B*)K,(b))l Ilbh’f lIL2- 
The reverse bound is found in a similar manner. •I 
COROLLARY 3.13. Suppose the mass matrices M, satisfy C,$M,,) < c,,. 
Under the hypothesis of Theorem 3.12, 
{Ahl) -1, {W- 
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Proof. The proof is as in Theorem 3.10. [7 
3.3. Finite Dlyerence Approximations 
In general, it is not so easy to obtain similar results for finite difference 
discretizations. The results of D’Yakanov [13] can be used to show uniform 
equivalence in spectrum of the discretizations using centered differences of 
positive, self-adjoin& uniformly elliptic operators on an n-dimensional cube 
with Dirichlet boundary conditions. Drya [ll] has proved the necessary 
estimates to show uniform equivalence in norm for centered difference 
approximations of uniformly elliptic operators with positive definite sym- 
metric part without mixed derivatives and Dirichlet boundary conditions 
for a convex polygonal grid region whose sides match the grid exactly. (In 
general, a,, is not convex even when &I is convex.) He also has treated the 
case with mixed derivatives for a uniform grid. We will show uniform 
equivalence in norm of several variants of the centered difference approxi- 
mation to invertible uniformly elliptic operators on two-dimensional rectan- 
gles with either Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions on each edge. 
Our approach could also be used to extend the results of [ll] to the general, 
invertible, uniformly elliptic operator with Dirichlet boundary conditions 
on a convex polygonal grid domain. 
The rectangle is perhaps the most important case because in this case if 
the operator B is separable and B, is its finite difference discretization, then 
there are fast algorithms for obtaining B;‘g [30, 311. The papers [7, 14, 341 
are significant precisely because they exploit this fact. In this case, there is a 
very useful result by Nitsche and Nitsche [28]. While the paper [28] deals 
only with the case of Dirichlet boundary conditions, it is easy to extend the 
results to the more general case where along an entire side one requires 
either u = 0 or a u/an = 0. We sketch this more general result in Lemma 
A.1 of the Appendix. 
Before discussing the discrete case, it is illustrative to examine more 
closely the arguments used in the continuous case. For simplicity, we take G 
to be the unit square. The arguments apply to any rectangle whose sides are 
parallel to the axes. Let 
~={(x,y):0<x<1,0<y<1}. (3.44) 
Let A be an invertible, uniformly elliptic partial differential operator of 
second order defined on Cl. That is, A is of the form 
Au = - a(x, y)z + 26(X7 Y)$$ 
[ 
a2u 
+ c(x, Y>? 
ay 1 + d(x, y):+ e(x, Y)$ +fJ(x, Y)U, 
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with boundary conditions of form 
au 
uor--0 
an 
(3.45b) 
on each edge. For example, we could have the boundary conditions 
24(x,0) = ;(x,l) = 0, OlX<l, (3.46a) 
u(O, Y) = $(l, Y) = 0, O<y<l. (346b) 
The coefficients Q, b, c, d, e, u are assumed to be C’(a). Since A is uni- 
formly elliptic, there are positive constants 
4 = 4(4, Q = Q(A), (3.47a) 
with 
O<qsQ, (3.47b) 
and for all (x, y) E a, 
q(t2 + q2) I a(~, ~94” + 2b(x, Y)&I + c(x, y)v2 s Q(t’ + v2)- 
(3.48) 
Since A is invertible, there is a constant K, = K,(A) such that for every 
u( x, y) E H2(a), which satisfies the boundary conditions (in the appropri- 
ate weak form), we have 
MIL,, 2 K311~41L2* (3.49) 
Next, we shall outline the proof that the estimate (3.49) can be improved 
to an estimate of the form 
II4I-I, 5 ~1II~4IL,~ (3.50) 
where the H, norm is given by 
(3.51) 
The ideas for this estimate apply, with only slight modification, to prove 
analogous estimates for the associated finite difference equations. The 
technical details required for the discrete case are given later. 
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First, consider the special case where A = A, with 
[ 
2 a2u a2u 
A,u = - a; + 2b- 
ax ay 
+c-. 
ay2 1 (3.52) 
Let u(x, y) E C3@) and satisfy the boundary conditions of A. The 
argument developed in Nitsche and Nitsche [28] shows that 
Remark. The finite-difference analog of this estimate was proven in [28] 
for Dirichlet boundary conditions. The more general case described above 
is discussed in Lemma A.1 of the Appendix. 
The next result proves (3.50) for more general operators. 
LEMMA 3.14. Suppose A is given by (3.45a), (3.45b), and has a bounded 
inverse; that is, (3.49) holds. Then, there is a constant K, = K,(A) such that 
(3.50) holdr. The constant K, depends on the coeficients a, b, c, d, e, a, and 
their derivatives. 
Proof: The operator A can be rewritten as 
Au= -[$(ug) + ;(b;) + ;(b;) + ;(c;)] 
aa ab au ac ab au 
+ d + z + - - + e + - + - - + uu. (3.54) 
i i i ay ax ay 1 ax ay 
Remark. In the discrete case, it is necessary to show that a finite 
difference operator, which is written as the analog of (3.45a) (see (3.65)), 
may also be written as an analog of (3.54); that is, as (3.67) and a 
controllable perturbation. This result is contained in Lemma A.3 of the 
Appendix-specifically (A.ll) and (A.12). 
Using this representation, multiplying by u, and integrating by parts, we 
find 
where 
Th Au) = IIA~IL, . II~IL, + 4, [ 
(3.55b) 
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with 
do= ,+g+g 
II /I II 
ac ab 
) e+-+- 
II ay ax m' 
a0 = Ilallm. (3.55c) 
m 
Using (3.48) and combining (3.55a)-(3.55c), we have 
Remark. The finite-difference analog of this last argument follows from 
Lemma A.2 of the Appendix. 
Substituting (3.49) into the right-hand side of (3.56), we are left with a 
quadratic inequality in II a u/axll,, and II a u/ayllr,. Solving this yields 
/) gL, + I/ EllL2 s kOllAUllL* (3.57) 
for some constant k,. Observe that 
[ 
at4 au 
A,u = Au - dz + e- + uu . 
ay 1 
If we take the norm of both sides and substitute (3.57) and (3.49) into the 
right-hand side, we see that there is a constant k, such that 
IIAo4IL, s WWIL,~ (3.58) 
Using (3.49), (3.53) (3.57), and (3.58), we obtain the estimate (3.50). q 
We now turn our attention to finite difference discretizations of the 
operator A. Let p and I be integers and set 
1 
Ax= - 
p+1’ AY= & 
h = max(Ax, Ay), (3.59) 
Q,,= {(xk,Yj) EQ; xk=kAx, Yj=.iAY}, (3.60a) 
aSit,, = {(xk, yj) E afi; xk = kAx, Y =~AY}, (3.6Ob) 
H = c2k u aq. (3.60~) 
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Note. If (xk, yj) E a&,, then either k = 0 or p + 1 or j = 0 or 1 + 1. 
Let S, denote the set of grid vectors Y = {V,, j} defined on fi, that 
satisfies the appropriate discrete boundary conditions. Thus, if the bound- 
ary conditions associated with A require 
(i) ~(0, y) = 0, then I$, j = 0, J’ = O,l, . . . ,I + 1, 
(ii) u,(x, 1) = 0, then Vk,,+i = F/k+ k = 1,2,. . ., p, 
and so on. 
Remark. In the case of the boundary condition (ii) above, one would 
probably choose Ay somewhat differently so that 
y, = 1 - :Ay 9 Y,+~ = 1 + $Ay. 
However, such a modification has no effect on our analysis. Hence, for 
purposes of this discussion, we formulate the discrete spaces as above. 
Let G(x, y) be a function defined on a. We write 
Gk,j = G(Xkv .Yj), Gk+l/z,j = G(xk + $Axs yj)p (3.61) 
etc. Let V E S,; we denote the usual forward, backward, and centered 
difference quotients by subscripts as 
(3.62a) 
with simihu notation for difference quotients in the y-directions. Let TX, Ty 
denote the shift operators 
[TxYI/c,j= v/c+l,jv [Ty’],,j= h,j+l, (3.63) 
[T;‘V],,j= Vk-l,j, [T-‘V] 
Y k, j = V ._ k,J 1. (3.64) 
With this notation, we are able to describe finite difference operators that 
correspond to different representations of the operator A. 
Case 1. Consider the representation (3.45a). Let V E S,. We define 
A,V = - [ aV,, + 2bVgj + cVyF] + dVi + cV, + aV. (3.65) 
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Case 2. Consider the representation (3.54). Let V E S,. Let 
a”(~, y) = a(x + $Ax, y), (3.66a) 
C(x, y) = c(x, y + :Ay). (3.66b) 
Define 
K/y= -[(cw-), + (b&)9 + (bqi + (EVy)J 
Vj + aV. (3.67) 
Case 3. The differential operator A may also be represented as 
2; + A(&) + i .?g + G(h) 1 [ 1 + a^u, (3.68a) 
where 
a=(d+z+E), P=(e$+z), 
a*b ad ae 
Let V E S, and define 
@= -[(iv,),+ (bi&+ (bV&+ (c”l$] 
+$T& + (&),l + ;pvj + (iw),] + a^v. 
(3.68b) 
(3.68~) 
(3.69) 
Remark. Each of these representations has its advantages. We have 
already seen the value of the first two in the proof of Lemma 3.14. The 
representation (3.69) has other advantages. For example, this representation 
is used in [14] together with the condition o^ 2 0. In that special case 
Since our work only requires the analog of (3.49), we will not make special 
use of this discretization. However, our analysis treats this representation as 
well. 
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Before we discuss the discrete analog of Lemma 3.14, we must first 
introduce some norms and seminorms on S,. For every V E S,, we set 
k=l j=l i 
(3.70a) 
AxAyf: f (V,):j+ AxAy i i <V,)‘,j 1 
l/2 
IVlg,I = > (3.70b) 
j=l k=O j=O k-l 
I VI,., = (IlY& + 2llv,,ll~ + II~&y29 (3.7oc) 
IIVll&l = (VI; + I vI:,y2> 
llu,,2 = (llvll;J + I vl;,2y2. 
(3.70d) 
(3.70e) 
LEMMA 3.15. Let A(h) be one of thefinite di$eence operators A,,, i,,, or 
a,,. Assume there are constants f. = d,(A) > 0, ho > 0 such that for all h, 
0 c h I ho, we have 
IV’II, s f&,llA(h)Vllg~ (3.71) 
for all V E S,. Then there is a constant I?, = lf:,( A) such that 
IIVllg,2 s ~,lIA(h)VlI,~ 0 < h I ho. (3.72) 
Proof. The proof follows from Lemmas A.l, A.2, and A.3 of the 
Appendix, which provide the finite-difference analogs of the arguments 
given in the proof of Lemma 3.14. The complete proof is given in the 
Appendix. 0 
Remark. The restriction 0 -C h I ho in the conclusion of (3.72) is not a 
serious restriction since we generally require that h + 0 in any sequence of 
successively finer meshes. Thus, there are only a finite number of cases for 
which h>h,. And, for that finite set of finite-dimensional spaces, the 
norms II Ilg and )I 1(8,2 are equivalent. 
LEMMA 3.16. Let A(h) be one of thefinite difference operators A,,, & &,. 
There is a constant g2 = f2( A) such that 
(3.73) 
Proof: When A(h) = A, this estimate is immediate because 
IKII; + Ilql; 5 I v1;,1. 
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For the other operators, this estimate follows from the estimate for A,, and 
Lemma A.3 (see (A.16) and (A.12)). 0 
LEMMA 3.17. Let the boundary conditions for A be Dirichlet boundary 
conditions, that is, u = 0 on the entire boundary, a&?. Let A(h) be one of the 
jinite diflerence operators A,, Amt,, A,. Then A(h)* is a difference approxima- 
tion to A* with properties similar to those of A. In particular, if there is a 
constant d,(A) such that (3.71) ho&, then there is a constant KO* = I?,J A*) 
and 
IlVl, 5 &,(A*) IIA(h)*~ll,- (3.74) 
Further, there are constants I?: = K’,(A*) and I?: = &(A*) such that 
IWIg,z s ~iW(h)*~llg~ (3.75a) 
IIA(h)*Ulg s &Vll,,z~ (3.75b) 
Proof The estimate (3.74) follows immediately from the elementary 
facts 
llA(h)ll, = llA(h)*ll,, 
[A(h)-‘]* = [A(h)*]-‘. 
Hence, it is only necessary to verify the statement that A(h)* is a difference 
approximation to A* with properties similar to those of A(h). This fact 
follows from Lemma A.3 (see (A.ll) and (A.12)) of the Appendix and the 
simple observation that (see (3.64)) 
A(h)* = -[(a^v,), + (bV,& + (b&)3 + (c^v,),] 
-$hf--+ (dv), + 2% + (W), + cw]. 0 
THEOREM 3.18. Let A and B be two elliptic operators of the form (3.45a), 
(3.45b) (defined on th_e unit square Q) with the same boundary- conditions. Let 
A(h) be one of A,, A,, A,, and let B(h) be one of B,, B,, B,. Assume that 
the hypothesis of Lemma 3.15 applies to both A(h) and B(h). L+ I&( A,> and 
I$,-,( B) be the_constants in the assumed estimates (3.71). Let K,(A), K1( B), 
K,(A), and K,(B) be the constants given by Lemmas 3.15 and 3.16. Then 
I” the special case where A and-B satisfy Dirichlet boundary conditions, let 
K,(M), K1(B*), &(A*), and K,(B*) be given by Lemmas 3.15, 3.16, and 
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3.11. Then 
C@(h)-‘A@)) = ll~(h)-l~(h)ll,ll~(h)-‘~(~)ll, 
I [d,(A*)&(B*)][~,(B*)~&l*)]. (3.76b) 
Proof. The estimate (3.76a) follows immediately from Lemmas 3.15 and 
3.16. The estimate (3.76b) follows from Lemma 3.17 and the observation 
(A(h)*[B(h)-‘I*)* = B(h)+(h). 0 
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
This work is motivated by the desire to construct a preconditioning 
strategy that yields bounds like (1.6), (1.8), or (1.10) independent of the 
mesh parameter h. Theorem 2.12 shows that such a strategy must be based 
upon an operator that is equivalent, or an operator whose inverse is 
equivalent in the appropriate norm. Thus, equivalence is a necessary 
condition. 
The discussion of Section 3 shows that while not all uniformly elliptic 
operators are equivalent, the equivalence classes are quite large. Since the 
bounds (1.6) (1.8) and (1.10) depend upon certain condition numbers, we 
use this to establish a measure of the distance between two equivalent 
operators. Suppose A, B: W --f V are one-to-one. If either A and B or A -’ 
and B-’ are bounded, then Theorem 2.2 states that A Av B only if 
DA = D,. In this case AB-‘: R, --, R, is one-to-one and onto.and 
C&B-l) = (IAB-‘(I, IlBA-‘II, < CO. 
Let either A or A -’ be bounded and let 
E(A) = {equivalence class of A under 2 v } . 
Within E(A) we may define the following semi-measure 
d(A, B) = log(C,(AB-‘)), 
where 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
C,(AB-‘) = (IAB-‘I), I(BA-‘II,. 
For every A, B, D E E(A), we have 
(i) d(A, A) = 0, 
(ii) d(A, B) = d(B, A), 
(iii) d( A, D) I d(A, B) + d(B, D). 
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This is a semi-measure because d( A, B) = 0 does not imply A = B. It does 
imply, however, that AB-I = U, where U: R, + R, is a unitary operator. 
In this measure E(A) is unbounded. It is possible to choose B so that 
d(A, B) is arbitrarily large. This leads to the conclusion that while equiva- 
lence may be necessary to yield bounds independent of h, it is by no means 
sufficient to produce a good preconditioning strategy. One must choose a B 
close to A in this measure. 
Consider a class of operators G. Suppose a subset F c G can be identi- 
fied such that for B E F equations of the type Bu = f are easily solved. 
Given A E G, we seek B E F that satisfies 
eF&% B) (4.4) 
if bounds of type (1.10) are sought. (Alternatively, we may seek B E F that 
satisfies 
n&c&-',B-') (4.5) 
if bounds of type (1.8) are sought.) If E(A) n F is not empty, then bounds 
independent of h can be established. The overall effectiveness of this 
strategy for the class G can be measured by the maximum distance from F 
to G; that is, 
d(F,G) = ~~2 m&d(A, B). (4.6) 
We remark that this strategy was used in Bank [4] to motivate an 
algorithm for preconditioning the linear systems arising from a finite 
difference approximation to a second-order, nonseparable, self-adjoin& 
elliptic operator on a rectangle. In this work, the preconditioning consists of 
a diagonal scaling followed by the inverse of a separable operator. The 
scaling and separable operator are chosen to minimize bounds on the 
condition of the preconditioned system. 
As a final remark, we note that most incomplete LU factorization 
techniques yield preconditionings R, that are known to not be uniformly 
equivalent in norm to the associated discretizations A ,, because the condi- 
tion of A $hl is not uniformly bounded (cf. van der Vorst [32]). We 
conjecture that the inverses Elt;i do not converge to the inverse of any 
elliptic second-order differential operator. Efforts to find sparse LU factor- 
izations that yield uniformly equivalent families for the Laplace operator 
lead to the discrete analogue of the Cauchy-Riemamr equations and 
difficulties with stability (cf. Hyman and Manteuffel[22], Liniger [24]). 
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APPENDIX 
In this Appendix, we develop the technical tools to prove Lemmas 3.14 
and 3.15. The basic idea is clear enough. Suppose A(h) is the “principal 
part” of A,, as given by (3.65); that is, A(h) = A,, ,,, where 
A,,,V = - [a& + 2bF/,, + cF&]. (A-1) 
Then, as in the analytic case, we obtain an estimate on ] VI,, sin+ to 
(3.51). On the other hand, suppose A(h) is the “principal part” of A,, as 
given by (3.41); that is, A(h) = A1,h, where 
A,,,V= - [(iV,), + (bV& + (bV& + (?I$),]. (A-2) 
Then, as in the analytic case, summation by parts (instead of integration by 
parts) yields an estimate on ] VI,,. Finally, lower order terms are estimated 
by making use of the basic inequality 
1 (Y* 
($3 I - 
[ 1 
- + &qP 
2 E2 64.3) 
for any E + 0. Thus, the essential point is to be able to represent one 
“principal part” in terms of the other and lower order terms. However, first 
we state the precise results for the two principal parts. 
LEMMA A.l. Let V E S,. Let A,, ,, be given by (A.l), then 
(A-4) 
Proof. This result is proved in Nitsche and Nitsche [28] for the case 
where S, is described by homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions, 
v=o on i3st,. 
In the general case, we follow the argument of [28] and prove that, under 
the more general boundary conditions, summation by parts yields 
Then following the argument of [28] we find that 
AXAY f I? [(K,)(V,) - (Yi,)‘]k,j 2 0. 
k-l j=l 
64.5) 
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The estimate (A.4) now follows easily. For example, let us bound IlV,,-ll, 
and IIVipll,. Multiply (A.l) by (l/c)Q to obtain 
Using (3.48), we have 
[(v&g - (V-J’] + ;[(,d* + (v,j)‘] 5 -$%,hwLJ. 
We multiply by Ax by and sum over the mesh. Using (A.5) and (A.3), we 
obtain 
IIKYII~ + Ilv;,ll; s + fIl4&,YIl: + ~*11K,ll~ * 
1 1 
Setting E = q*/Q yields 
IlKxll~ + w,ll, s $IlA3,hVII~. 
Repeating the argument above but now multiplying through by (l/a)cj 
yields 
ly& + wyl~ 2 ~ll4l,h$$ 
Adding these last two inequalities yields the result. 0 
LEMMA A.2. Let V E S,. Let A,, ,, be given by (A.2). Then, there is a 
constant h, > 0 such that, fir 0 < h I h,, we have 
lvl~,~ s f 
[ 
AXAYC(A,,,V)k,jVk,j . 64.6) 
i, k I 
Proof: This result is contained in Lemma 3.4 of [5]. 
LEMMA A.3. Let a”(~, y) and Z(x, y) be given by (3.76a), (3.7613). Let 
= & [‘k, j - ‘k-(1/2), jl, 
1 
‘k,j ;kj = z [ak+(l/Z), j - uk, jly (Ae7a) 
1 
‘k,j = sick, j - ck. j--1/21, ;kj = -Lck j+1/2 - ck, jl* 
AY * 
(A.7b) 
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(av-), = av, + av, + av,, 
(“v& = cvyy + a$ + cv,, 
and 
(bV& = bVy2 + ;b,T,q + $b,T,-‘VT, (A.9a) 
(bV& = bV& + $b,,TyVi + +b,,T,-‘V2. (A.9b) 
(A.8a) 
(A.8b) 
A,, ,,V = A,,,V - [a^< + ZV, + :b,,T,V, + $b,,T;‘v,] 
- [ “Vy + CVy + :bxTxVj + :bxTx-‘Vy], (A.lO) 
and there are linear operators J!?,, and z,, dejined on S,, and constants I? and I? 
such that 
&v = A,V + JeJ, (ASla) 
/&V = A,V + &V, (A.llb) 
llJwlg s 4 Vlg,l, (A.12a) 
ll$Vll, 2 ql VI,,, + V-II,]. (A.12b) 
The constant I? depends onb on the coeficients a, b, c, d, e and their first 
derivatives, while the constant E  ^depends only on the coeficients a, b, c, d, e 
and their Jirst and second derivatives. 
Proof. The identities (A.8) and (A.9) follow from a simple computation 
based on the definitions (3.62a)-(3.62c). The identities (A.lO) and (A.11) 
follow immediately from the definitions. Finally, the bounds (A.12) follow 
immediately from the formulae for a”, a^, a, etc. o 
We are now in a position to prove Lemma 3.15. 
Proof of Lemma 3.15. Let A(h) = ih. Then 
A,, ,,V = &’ - & - e^V9 - aV. (A.13) 
Multiply by V and sum over the grid. Using (A.6) of Lemma A.2, we have 
I Vl2g.l 5 $mlg. 11~11, + II&xl IKII, IlVllg 
+Ilfllca lvyg IIVII, + ll4lm Ilvll;] * (A.14) 
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Using (A.3) and (3.71), we obtain 
I “I;,1 2 J41a712~ (A.15) 
where the constant K, depends on &(A) and the coefficients a, b, c, d, e, u 
and their first derivatives. Using (A.lla), we have 
A,V = ,&V - &V. 
Hence 
A,,,V = A”J - l?J - d& - eVj - aV. (~.16) 
If we take the norm of both sides of (A.16), we have 
I14,hVlI, 2 ll&“llg + Il~%Vll, + ll4l, IIU, + IML IF’& + IblL IWIg- 
(A.17) 
Using (A.l2a), (A.15), and (3.71), we see that 
I&, Jllg s K,Il&‘lI, 
for some constant K4 that depends only on the coefficients of A and their 
derivatives. Applying Lemma A.l, we have 
2Q2 
I Vi.2 5 ,,K:llahvll:. (A.18) 
Together with (A.15) and (3.71), we have established (3.72) for i,,. The 
other cases follow in a similar way. •I 
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